Dear MTC Board;

Before you affirm allocation of $10.3 Billion dollars with your votes; consider our present context:

- We are in the darkest throes of a raging pandemic. This is not, should not be, by any stretch of the imagination, business as usual.
- We are in what is looking like a long term drought.
- Our forests, whole towns are burning for months. Our water supply will be threatened in many areas.
- We cannot provide housing for our population. This is foundational to human needs; food, clothing, shelter.
- Our statewide population of 175,000 homeless is growing.
- Family members are dying, our hospitals are near capacity, businesses and public agencies are going bankrupt, breadwinners are unemployed, families are being evicted, food insecurity is rampant.
- San Francisco has lost 20% of its population; with equivalent dislocation Bay Area wide. Public transportation ridership has dwindled. The streets are awash in red ink.
- If $10.3 billion dollars were to be spent to further our sustainability and resilience; in line with where we are headed verses where we were; it should all be spent in public transportation and expanded internet access and capability. We need to both decentralize and reduce vehicle use rather than facilitate it.
- 70 years of roadway expansion efforts have proven that we cannot “improve” a failed transportation concept. Consider that every roadway improvement strategy has ultimately made the situation worse. This is called a poor track record for such investments.

You need to consider the possibility that approving the allocation of $10.3 billion dollars in transportation infrastructure improvements at this point in time, in our present situation appears to some as failing to consider the context, our collective crisis.

We need to reorder our priorities. It may well be that on the inception of the TIP needs analysis; these improvements had the highest priority.

That was then, this is now.

I strongly suggest the MTC put this work in hold, and collaborate with the office of the Governor to ascertain potential reallocation of these funds toward the highest and best current needs, beginning in early 2021.

We have no obligation, given present societal and environmental facts, to support any preconceived established economic interests. It is our responsibility to yield to the highest and best current needs of the people of California.

Very Truly Yours,
Bill Mayben
Hi,

Below are my suggestions to MTC, regarding the Draft Air Quality Conformity Analysis at the following URLs, related to future Bay Area transportation.

https://mtc.ca.gov/our-work/fund-invest/transportation-improvement-program-tip/draft-2021-tip
https://mtc.ca.gov/sites/default/files/AQ%20Conformity_2021TIP.pdf

I am sending cc's to people in Senator Nancy Skinner's office in the East Bay. I have talked with her in her office in the Capitol, so I know how much she cares about clean air for human health.

My first suggestion is that the first few pages of the document shall (must) have some paragraphs that explain why air quality matters for human health, using all the words and phrases in my list of missing words below. Air quality is not just about complying with Federal and State laws. Please find the appropriate public health official to write the suggested paragraphs which are obviously needed for any air quality document to be complete.

Also, the document should specifically point out that transportation emissions include tobacco toxins from open car windows, and that we need to plan for ending tobacco pollution.

I was amazed to find none of the following words and phrases in the document.

human health
lungs
pollution
smoke
smoke inhalation
exhaust
breath
breathe
breathing
toxin
toxic
respiration
healthy
particle
chemicals
tobacco
cancer
I did find the following in the document, but these only refer indirectly to the importance of clean air for human health.
emissions (78 times)
greenhouse gas (only once)
volatile organic compounds and VOC's (12 times) particulate (only once, regarding buses) clean air (only once, regarding the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments) human (only twice, in a mention of human trafficking) diesel (24 times, mostly about replacing diesel buses)

Thank you for sending the postcard to my Bay Area address, to let me know about the public comment period for our Bay Area future.

Please let me know when the revised draft is available on the website, with my suggestions implemented.

Thanks for keeping our world going despite all the challenges of Covid-19 season.

John Whitehead